A computational and experimental study on acoustic pressure for ultrasonically formed oil-in-water emulsion.
In the field of ultrasonic emulsification, the formation and cavitation collapse is one major factor contributing to the formation of micro- and nano-sized emulsion droplets. In this work, a series of experiments were conducted to examine the effects of varying the ultrasonic horn's position to the sizes of emulsion droplets formed, in an attempt to compare the influence of the simulated acoustic pressure fields to the experimental results. Results showed that the intensity of the acoustic pressure played a vital role in the formation of smaller emulsion droplets. Larger areas with acoustic pressure above the cavitation threshold in the water phase have resulted in the formation of smaller emulsion droplets ca. 250 nm and with polydispersity index of 0.2-0.3. Placing the ultrasonic horn at the oil-water interface has hindered the formation of small emulsion droplets, due to the transfer of energy to overcome the interfacial surface tension of oil and water, resulting in a slight reduction in the maximum acoustic pressure, as well as the total area with acoustic pressures above the cavitation threshold. This work has demonstrated the influence of the position of the ultrasonic horn in the oil and water system on the final emulsion droplets formed and can conclude the importance of generating acoustic pressure above the cavitation threshold to achieve small and stable oil-in-water emulsion.